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The way we work together changed. Meetings for the Pu'uwa'awa'a Community-Based Subsistence

Forest Area went from happening in place, at Pu'uwa'awa'a, close to our community forest and face

to face, sharing meals – to taking place at home through Zoom meetings. Many of the Teaching

Change place-based field courses and events shifted from being outdoors and in-person – to online.

We adapted our timelines for outplantings and projects. We learned how to make virtual huaka‘i

and how to support teachers in their remote learning efforts. The ‘Ōhi'a Disease Resistance

Program continued field work by creating small work pods and implementing strict safety protocols.

For many of us, Zoom became a new verb, and technology allowed us to continue to do our work in

research, education, and stewardship.

 

Our world will be forever changed by the Covid-19 pandemic. As we move through this season, we

feel gratitude for our lives and for the ‘āina that feeds us. We are grateful, too, for the ability to

continue the work of the Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests.

Aloha from our CEO

In April 2020 I was honored to be promoted from the position of Director of Programs to the Chief

Executive Officer. I began volunteering with the Akaka Foundation in 2015 because I was inspired

by the mission and vision and by the effort to facilitate collaboration among communities and

agencies in order to protect and promote Hawai‘i's natural and cultural resources. In the five years

since, the Foundation has made significant strides towards our vision. Twelve employees work on

projects that include ‘ōhi‘a disease resistance research, place-based outdoor biocultural education,

research, planning and facilitation for establishing a community forest in Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a, and so much

more. All of this work is done in collaboration with our community and agency partners and is

thanks to the generosity of our funders and the dedication of our staff.

 

As we look forward to the coming year, we envision healthy communities and thriving forests, and

we know that many hands working together will help us to get closer to this vision.

Mahalo for your interest in the Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests!

 

 

Rebekah Ohara, CEO

Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests

Aloha kākou,

 

2020 was an exceptional year, one that upended and

changed lives across the globe. Our lives and the work at

the Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests were

significantly affected, and we adapted to the uncertainty

to the best of our abilities.
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Rapid ‘Ōhi‘a Death Disease
Resistance Program

The ‘Ōhiʻa Disease Resistance Program (ODRP) was initiated in 2018 as a collaborative partnership

spearheaded by the Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests, U.S. Forest Service, and the U.S.D.A

Agricultural Research Service, to identify whether genetic resistance to Rapid ‘Ōhiʻa Death (ROD)

exists in ‘ōhi‘a (Metrosideros polymorpha), as well as its frequency, level, and distribution throughout

Hawaiʻi. In 2020, the ODRP continued to collect ‘ōhiʻa propagative material (cuttings and seeds)

through our various ʻōhiʻa genotype collection initiatives, developed and implemented experiments

to study methods for propagating and growing ʻōhiʻa, and continued developing ODRP as a

resistance program. We accomplished several milestones in 2020, which can be seen below on page

three.

Left: ʻŌhiʻa cuttings propagated from survivor mother trees on Hawaiʻi Island (Credit: Kainana

Francisco). Right: Survivors from inoculation experiments are being grown to produce more cuttings

for testing and outplanting (Credit: Kainana Francisco).
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‘ŌDRP

1
2
3
4

5

6
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Collected over 4,300 ‘ōhi‘a cuttings

and countless seeds representing

175 survivor ‘ōhi‘a trees from high

and low ROD mortality sites on

Hawai ʻi  Island.

Successfully propagated over 200 mother ʻōhi ʻa trees over

the entirety of the program, a key milestone for the ODRP.

Produced seedlings from Metrosideros species and varieties from O‘ahu (M.

polymorpha var. incana, var. polymorpha, var. glaberrima, M. tremuloides ,  M.

macropus ,  and M. rugosa) and Kaua‘i (M.polymorpha var. dieteri and M.

waialeale var. waialealae).

 

 

Produced two peer-reviewed journal articles describing improved culturing

techniques for Ceratocystis lukuohia and the promising results of our initial C.

lukuohia screening work, and an outreach piece about ‘ōhi‘a disease resistance

work in a Special ‘ōhi‘a issue of Hawai‘i Landscape magazine.

Created a physical brochure and online content for Akaka Foundation for

Tropical Forests website to support community outreach and engagement.

 

 

Established a stock plant garden housing clones with low rooting success to further

propagate and increase the number of representatives for those clones.

9

Established the Leilani Estates ‘ōhi‘a community partnership in the Moku of

Puna, a community-based ROD resistance effort to collaboratively identify

surviving, and potentially ROD-resistant,‘ōhi‘a individuals for seed

collections.

Improved upon developed methodologies via comparison of rooting products

and plant growth enhancers.

Propagated cuttings from 1 containerized tree that has survived C. lukuohia

infection for over 2 years.
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Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Community-Based
Subsistence Forest Area

In 2020, the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Community-Based Subsistence Forest Area (P-CBSFA) Hui

Nui, or working group, continued to develop a community-based Stewardship Plan.

Weaving Hawaiian and Western knowledge systems in a collaborative, place-based

approach to restoration is ongoing and is demonstrated in the Palapala Pilina

(Relationship Document), the draft Stewardship Plan, and vision and mission of the

PCBSFA. The Hui Nui has engaged in a   community process of identifying culturally and

ecologically important species, and the prioritization of our planting lists on the plants

suggested by local community members.

Hawai‘i Game

Management completed

fencing of the 84-acre

project area in June, 2020

and installed four gates to

ensure ease of access for

the community, and

repaired existing fenced

areas that had been

damaged by cattle.
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P-CBSFA Progress

Image of community partners Aunty Hannah Kihalani Springer and Uncle Mike with

Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Forest Reserve Coordinator Elliott Parsons at various planting locations to

prep.

By request of community members to capture the many layers of information available

for Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a the Hui Nui contracted Geometrician Associates to create a resource

report designed to collate reference material for use by the P-CBSFA and for reference

by the public. The report discusses the geology, biology and botany, historical

information, cultural history and archaeological surveys, jurisdictions and boundaries,

incorporating rainfall,  grazing paddocks, exclosure locations, soils, and maps of roads and

trails, and was finalized in spring of 2020. While the original intention of this report was

to have a written resource created, the Hui Nui  expanded this vision together with

Geometrician Associates ,  who developed a web application which features a searchable

interactive map that details resources and history of the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Cinder Cone in

the North Kona District of Hawai‘i.  This expanded scope increased the utility and

accessibility of this deliverable. The web application which features a searchable

interactive map that details resources and history of the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a. Maps were

divided into “story maps” with a narrative and working maps. Application users can easily

switch back and forth between them, inviting more engagement and deeper learning from

the application. Working maps are found here and narratives can be found here. A how to

use the story map guide is available here.

 

We hired two P-CBSFA staff  with funding received from the USDA Forest Service

Landscape Scale Restoration grant award. As the  part-time Community Forest

Administrator, Dr. Katie Kamelamela   is serving the critical role of helping to organize,

prioritize, move forward the various aspects of this initiative. Ashley-Anne Nehu Shaw

will begin in January 2021 as a full-time Reforestation Technician to support the vision

of the P-CBSFA on the ground.
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https://cardnotec.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=e43bf8791f254a66ac3df211290bf245
https://cardnotec.maps.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=a42147c236a143cca4ae7a6c2b68bbc3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BJ8BuYYGvOM


Presentations & Looking Forward
Multiple presentations related to the PCBSFA and community forest management in

Hawai‘i were shared at the 2020 Hawai‘i Conservation Conference, a virtual event which

was held September 1-3, 2020. During the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Symposium ,  members of the Hui

Kaiāulu (Community Forest Leadership) presented, “Relationships for ‘Āina Aloha: A Pilot

Cooperative Project of the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Community Based Subsistence Forest Area”.

During the Urban ‘Āina Symposium ,  Katie Kamelamela, the PCBSFA Community Forest

Administrator presented, “Urban ʻĀina: Restoring Abundance Where We Live” and “E Ho‘i

Na Keiki Oki Uaua O Nā  Pali:  Home Go The Resilient Children of the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a and

Pu‘uanahulu Hills. Rebekah Ohara presented a five minute speed talk during the Forest

Futures session titled, “Exploring Pathways and Opportunities for Community-Based Forest

Management in Hawai‘i”.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphic flow of initial stewardship plan ideas and organization. (Photo credit: Dr.

Kemelamela).

Images of the backside of the Pu‘u showing the delineation from previous native plantings

and current conditions where the P-CBSFA will be restoring (Photo credit: Dr. Kemelamela).
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Teaching Change
In response to the pandemic Teaching Change began offering virtual huaka‘i

programs  and adapted our field courses to support our various STEM-based education

programs. In 2020 we reached 68 students and seven teachers through online

educational  programs. This includes a two-week hybrid online/in-person summer course

for Kohala Middle School. This program focused on improving environmental literacy and

career-connected learning in students through a series of presentations on various

environmental science topics, and introducing students virtually to local conservation

professionals. We also had the opportunity to provide two socially-distanced field

courses with students to learn about native flora and fauna and connect with nature. In

2020, Teaching Change also launched the first half of two, one-year long programs: the

NEON program run in collaboration with Hilo High School, and a Professional

Development Pathways Program developed for Kea ʻau High School. These programs also

focused on biocultural learning and career connected learning, but dive deeper into

topics through a year-long format.

Hybrid Summer Program
The goals for implementing an online hybrid course with Kohala Middle School and Gear Up

were to engage students in an exciting educational program in the midst of the pandemic

that could be accessed online, improve environmental literacy, connect students to

professionals in conservations careers, and raise their awareness of local college,

internship and career options. We accomplished this by developing our first online course

utilizing Google Classroom, and nature-centric applications including iNaturalist, eBird and

Budburst.
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Teaching Change
Students participated in

hands-on activities and

discussions in phenology,

climate change, biocultural

resource management,

botany, local art contests,

agriculture, ornithology,

and cultural geography of

Hawai‘i.  We introduced

guest presenters from local

university, government and

nonprofit agencies to

deliver career-connected

learning presentations to

get  students acquainted

with natural resource

management focused career

pathways. 

Furthermore, we spoke with students about degrees available at local universities,

internships, and financial aid opportunities in Hawai ʻi  for students pursuing college, and

held career connected activities including “Lunch with a Scientist.”  Through  this program,

we reached 19 students over the course of four weeks. Results from pre and post

assessments showed a 4.1% improvement in the post-assessment scores (68.2%) vs. the pre-

assessment (64.1%) results.

 

National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON)-

Teaching Change Program

In the Spring of 2019, Teaching Change began collaborating with The National Ecological

Observatory Network (NEON) Domain 20 (Pu ʻu Maka ʻala, Hilo, HI) staff to develop a STEM-

based curriculum for Hawai ʻi  Island youth.  We were awarded funding to implement a year-

long program that integrates virtual field courses at the Pu ʻu Maka ʻala Natural Area

Reserve with structured in-class engagement of NEON data. Working with Hilo High School,

where many students are Native Hawaiian and many are economically disadvantaged, the

Teaching Change-NEON collaboration served as an Advanced Placement science class.

While this project experienced minor setbacks due to COVID-19 and limitations to conduct

class in person, we began conducting virtual lectures in September 2020.
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Virtual Huaka'i

In 2020, Teaching Change developed the curriculum for this project, and began virtual classes

in September with Hilo Highschool.  Teaching Change delivered educational courses focusing

on Puʻu Makaʻala and the National Ecological Observatory Network’s (NEON) mission to the

senior Advanced Placement class of Hilo High School. Teaching Change and NEON staff

delivered presentations on NEON’s field methods and data collection at Puʻu Makaʻala,

phenology, climate change, the carbon cycle, environmental threats in Hawaiʻi, and data

analysis of NEON climate data. One highlight of this project was the development of a Virtual

Huakaʻi at Puʻu Makaʻala. Teaching Change adapted our in-person Field Course at Puʻu
Makaʻala into a one-hour educational video that gives a tour of the field site and covers

important key information on the carbon cycle, climate change, phenology and field methods.

Teaching Change  presented NEON data to the class to investigate climatic trends in different

biomes.

National Ecological Observatory Network

(NEON)- Teaching Change Program

Teaching Change

Data Science Lesson
We also delivered a lesson on statistical analysis of the data to investigate the correlation of

the climatic variables (i.e. temperature and precipitation, humidity and sunlight, etc.) The

development and creation of a lesson plan incorporating NEON open source data into our

course was a great success. Using NEON data, we discussed how to use  statistical analyses

to draw conclusions about data, correlations between environmental variables, and the

effect of climate change on the phenology of local tree species ʻōhiʻa and koa (Metrosideros

polymorpha  and Acacia koa). Students interpreted graphs, learned the difference between

causation and correlation, made predictions about how ecosystems would change under

future climate scenarios, were introduced to remote sensing data, and distinguished

between different kinds of correlation and relationships between environmental variables.

We also produced a webpage / online resource for students to reference, which also acts as a

structured curriculum for future lessons. You can find this resource here.
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National Ecological Observatory Network

(NEON)- and Pu‘u Maka‘ala Program

 

 

Screen shot of data lesson developed for the NEON Teaching Change program.

Final Project

Students chose final project topics regarding the creation of an environmental

management plan of Pu ʻu Maka ʻala. Students have a choice of a final topic centered on

native species protection, invasive species management, cultural resources, monitoring

and environmental data, or outreach and education. Students will be giving a final

presentation in April 2021 at the University of Hilo’s virtual Earth Day fair. Also planned

for 2021, Teaching Change and NEON plan to present a workshop on utilizing NEON data

at the Hawai‘i Conservation Conference.

Teaching Change
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Teaching Change

In August 2020, the Hawai ʻi  Community Foundation awarded Teaching Change and the

Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests $40,000 to implement a Professional Development

Pathways Program (PDPP) for Kea ʻau Highschool. With unexpected challenges from the

pandemic, the logistics of the PDPP were adapted to virtual learning, and we were

successful in connecting students to conservation professionals across the island

remotely.  Benefits of virtual classes included the ability to reach more students than we

had the capacity to reach in person, and we were able to develop virtual  educational

resources.

 

The year 2020 focused on  developing curriculum, coordinating guest speakers, and

delivering the first half of virtual presentations. Teaching Change reached 24, tenth- grade

students with live Zoom sessions and recorded presentations. We connected students to

three conservation professionals and facilitated 20 hours of career-connected lessons.

Our presenters and presentations included:

 

Teaching Change: Climate Change, Phenology and Hawai ʻi
Teaching Change: Career Connected Learning and Careers in STEM

Mauna Kea Watershed Alliance: Cultural Geography of Hilo

ʻImiloa Astronomy Center: Hawaiian Navigation

The Center for Getting Things Started: Sustainable Hawaiian Agriculture
  

Guest presentations were recorded, and are now available for public view on the general

Teaching Change YouTube channel and on the Professional Development Pathways

Program playlist. In addition to the presentations, students were provided with

questionnaires that followed along with each video to test their knowledge retention. We

provided YouScience subscriptions, to a smaller number of enthusiastics students (15), an

online career tools that provides aptitude tests and matches students with possible career

pathways.

 

.

Professional Development Pathways Program

Mālama ʻĀina Alakaʻi Internships
Two part-time employees were hired through the Mālama ʻĀina Alaka ʻi  internship with the

PDPP. The Mālama ʻĀina Alaka ʻi  Interns supported the career connected learning pedagogy

of the course, acting as an additional resource and highlighting the college portion of a

professional career pathway. We were able to re-allocate unspent funds that were put

aside for travel, fuel and food, in order to extend the length and hours worked by our

interns. This improved their experience, and they had more time to develop a remote

learning curriculum. Also as part of this internship, we were able to develop lesson plans

that allows teachers to access and use the curriculum implemented in this program.
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Academic assessments were administered to students both before and after course

completion. Students' scores on the academic assessment improved by 7% post class. We

also asked the students if they thought they could pursue a career in conservation

biology, and 25% more students answered this question as ʻTrue’ after the course was

complete, and 5% increased their interest in pursuing a post-secondary education in

general after participating in our class. Furthermore, feedback from our collaborating

teacher at Kea ʻau High School indicates that students enjoyed and looked forward to the

PDPP presentations, and the in-person interaction with local natural resource

professionals when thinking about professional development pathways.

NEON staff

providing

educational

information

during the film

making of the

virtual huaka'i

video at Pu'u

Maka'ala

Natural Area

Reserve on

Hawai'i Island

 

Professional Development Pathways Program
Teaching Change

NEON staff reviewing litterfall collection methods for the NEON-Teaching Change virtual huaka'i video
(Photo credit Blaire Langston).
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Collaboration with Volcano Schools

Hui Kia ʻi  Wai O Ka ʻū  (Water Guardians of Ka ʻū),  is a new partnership with The Volcano

School of Arts & Sciences and USDA Forest Service PSW Institute of Pacific Island

Forestry through a Youth Conservation Education award and US Department of

Commerce National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Ocean Guardian

School program. Through this project, students of all grade levels engage in experiential,

culturally-relevant learning and conservation action to strengthen their sense of

stewardship, understanding of conservation ecology, and relationship to place. As a

biocultural conservation and education project based in watershed stewardship, Hui

Kia ʻi  Wai O Ka ʻū  expands upon existing activities and partnerships to restore and protect

upland forest and coastal areas along six sites in the Ka ʻū  district watershed. 

This project launched with the installation of a long-term remote sensing monitoring

program at Kaiholena, one of four parcels of native forest in the Ka ʻū  Preserve managed

by The Nature Conservancy. Currently there are Trail cameras and an acoustic recording

array. Plans are being finalized for the installation of bat detectors, stream monitoring

equipment, weather stations and eDNA monitoring. The data generated from the remote

sensing equipment is uploaded and curated in an online database that is made available

to The Volcano School of Arts & Sciences with plans to expand participating schools.

In addition to managing the remote sensing equipment and data stream, AFTF creates

professional development materials and workshops for teachers to enable the use of

this technology in classroom curriculum.

Looking forward to 2021, Hui Kia ʻi  Wai O Ka ʻū  plans to fully install all of the remote

sensing technology at Kaiholena and complete the school to data portal.   Further study

designs are in development for Kaiholena as well.  Beginning in the 2021-2022 school

year, the program will be expanded to include more schools beyond The Volcano School

of Arts & Sciences.
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Collaboration with Volcano Schools

A full list of partners for this program include: USDA Forest Service IPIF, NOAA,

The Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests and the Teaching Change Partnership,

The Nature Conservancy, Hawai ʻi  Department of Land and Natural Resources,

Hawaii Wildlife Fund, Hawaii Island Hawksbill Turtle Recovery Project, Pacific

Cooperative Studies Unit at Resources Management Division, San Diego Zoo

Keauhou Bird Conservation Center, Three Mountain Alliance (HAWP; Hawaii

Alliance of Watershed Partnerships), National Park Service Inventory and

Monitoring Program, US Geological Survey, and Hawaii Cooperative Studies Unit

– University of Hawaii Hilo.
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Molecular Ecology

LabThe USDA Forest Service Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry Molecular Ecology

Laboratory (MEL), supervised by Research Ecologist at the USDA Forest  Service Dr.

Kealohanuiopuna Kinney, conducts Environmental DNA (eDNA) diagnostics to determine

the presence or absence of target species as well as develop a clearer understanding of the

overall biodiversity of a study area.

Investigating ungulates
The MEL is investigating the relationship
between the Ceratocystis  fungus
responsible for Rapid ‘Ōhi ʻa Death (ROD)
and feral ungulates in forested areas with
ROD. As part of this investigation, the MEL
collected body swabs from over 20 feral pig
specimens from an island-wide hunting
tournament as well as from ungulate
removal projects.

 
The swabs were then brought back to
the MEL to test for ROD presence and
viability. Such methodology is
important for the early detection of
ROD and key to understanding it’s
dispersal pathways.
 
Looking forward to 2021, the MEL will
be continuing the ongoing
investigation into the relationship
between ROD and feral ungulates. The
MEL will also be conducting the eDNA
surveys for the Hui Kia ʻi  Wai O Ka ʻū
project.
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Hawai'i Insect Herbivory Project
 
 

The Hawai’i Insect Herbivory Project (HIHP) is a partnership between Lund University,

USDA Forest Service, and Akaka Foundation For Tropical Forest. The project's main goal

is to get a better understanding of the impacts and drivers of insect herbivory on

nutrient cycling worldwide. Forests slow global climate change by absorbing atmospheric

carbon dioxide but this ecosystem service is limited by soil nutrients. Herbivores

potentially alter soil nutrients in a range of ways, but impacts of the abundant

invertebrates in forests have largely been ignored and are not included in current models

used to generate the climate predictions vital for designing governmental policies. The

project will provide the most complete picture yet available of the rates, underlying

drivers and ultimate impacts of key nutrient inputs from invertebrate herbivores across

forest ecosystems worldwide. Results from our global study will provide an intriguing

glimpse into the potential importance of invertebrate herbivores that will help to answer

key questions such as:

How large are herbivore nutrient inputs to the soil in other major forest types relative

to other major ecosystem sources?

How does climate, ecosystem succession, and human activity affect herbivore nutrient

fluxes?

How do herbivore nutrient fluxes change soil processes and how does this vary with

climate, ecosystem succession, and human activity?

How do herbivores shape forest responses to climate, forest shifts with ecosystem

succession, and human activity, and what will this mean for future patterns of forest

Carbon sequestration?

The project will provide fundamentally novel insights into an area of urgent importance

for society, providing the most complete picture yet available of the rates, underlying

drivers and ultimate impacts of key nutrient inputs from invertebrate herbivores across

forest ecosystems worldwide.
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Hawai'i Insect Herbivory Project

Left: AFTF Interns hiking in Laupahoehoe forest to collect samples. (Credit: Cody

Pacheco). Right: AFTF Intern analyzing litter composition samples in that lab at IPIF

(Credit: Cody Pacheco).
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Akaka Foundation interns were the main force behind the one and a half year collection of

leaf litter, fresh leaf, and soil along natural environmental gradients (temperature, soil

age, rainfall) in Hawaii during the 2019-2020 timeframe. In addition, they installed and

executed a leaf litter decomposition study in 2020,  investigating the impact of insect

deposits x temperature on soil processes. Results are preliminary, but the warmest plot

exhibited significantly greater leaf area removal from other plots along the temperature

gradient (13-17.3'C), insect herbivory highest in Kohala (150,000 y) along the soil age

gradient, herbivory greatest in the driest site (2,500 mm/y)along the rainfall gradient, and

leaf litter treated with insect inputs decomposed faster than leaf litter without insect

inputs after nearly 12 months. These results, along with similar data gathered from other

sites around the world, will be used to produce 1-3 peer-reviewed publications and

culminate in the completion of a PhD dissertation from Lund University in Sweden by

2023.



AFTF 2020 Financial Overview

In 2020, the Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests led and/or supported several biocultural

education, stewardship and research programs. In total,  we raised $506,958, with $32,085 of

that total raised for two efforts that we support through fiscal sponsorship (Halau ‘Ōhi‘a and

Run for the Dry Forest at Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a).  

 

As indicated in the graph below, a large percentage of our funding came from Government

Grants & Agreements. We received $269,041 from Agreements with the USDA Forest Service

Pacific Southwest Research Station (USDA FS PSW) and a $10,000 Every Kid Outdoors Grant

from the National Parks Trust and the USDA Forest Service. Those funds supported multiple

partnership-led programs, including ROD Resistance Research, Teaching Change, and multiple

research projects.  The Landscape Scale Restoration Grant (USDA Forest Service, Region 5)

funds the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Community-Based Subsistence Forest Area -- $33,875 of those funds

were reimbursed to AFTF in 2020 (of a total grant award of $198,000, awarded in 2019).

 

In 2020, the Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests received the following non-governmental

grant awards:

Batelle and the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON) Grant Program ($27,000)

National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration Bay Watershed Education and Training

(NOAA B-WET) ($119,057) - not included in below graph, as these funds will  be received as

they are spent.

Hawai‘i  Community Foundation, Career Connected Learning Grant ($40,000)

Hawai‘i  Community Foundation, Kūkio Fund ($19,500)

Anonymous Foundation ($20,000)

Bike Works ($900)

 

Mahalo nui loa to our funders for supporting this important work in 2020. 

 

Income

2020 Income

$279,041$279,041$279,041

$108,813$108,813$108,813

$33,875$33,875$33,875

$33,546$33,546$33,546

$32,084$32,084$32,084

$13,246$13,246$13,246

$5,902$5,902$5,902

$448$448$448

USDA FS PSW Grants &
Agreements

Private Foundation/Business
Grants Received

Paycheck Protection Program
Loan

LSR

Fiscal Sponsorships

Individual Contributions

Fundraising Campaigns

Misc. (Rebates, Refunds)

0 50k 100k 150k 200k 250k
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AFTF 2020 Financial Overview

The Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests is able to keep our Operating Expenses relatively low

due in large part to our partnerships and a keen focus on our programs. The USDA Forest

Service, an important AFTF partner on multiple projects,    donates office space for Akaka

Foundation staff,  who work out of the USDA FS Institute of Pacific Islands Forestry building or

remotely. This partnership allows us to focus our spending on the staff who run our programs,

and towards the purchase of supplies and equipment that support research, reforestation, and

biocultural education programming. 

 

The graph below shows our spending organized by category, and illustrates how the majority of

our funds support our staff of twelve employees. These employees support the ‘Ōhi‘a Disease

Resistance Program, Teaching Change, the Pu‘uwa‘awa‘a Community-Based Subsistence Forest

Area, and the Hawai‘i  Insect Herbivory Project,  and program and office administration. The

majority of this work is hands-on, and focused on field work, biocultural education and

outreach, and academic biological and social science research. Expenses related to Outside

Services and Professional Contractors likewise supported our programs and related research,

including funds for completion of fencing of the 84-acre community forest area ($16,850), the

Resource Report for the P-CBSFSA ($4,900).  Outside Services also comprised funding directed

toward USFS PSW led research, including the Stewardship Mapping & Assessment Project

($11,780),  Landcarbon Assessment and Cartographic Mapping to support land managers in

Hawai‘i  ($15,000),  Biocultural Collaboration Research ($2,500),  and research related to the

drivers of primary productivity in global tropical dry forests ($5,040).  

 

Program related supplies and gear are our third highest expenditure. Supplies for the P-CBSFA

included fencing materials ($9,800) and laptops and software for staff ($2,500).  The ROD

Resistance Research budget was $5,800 for nursery supplies and some field gear for staff.

Teaching Change supplies and gear totaled $1,300, and the remainder of this funding was spent

on gear for the HIHP program staff.  We were able to purchase a used 15-passenger 4WD van to

support our biocultural education programs ($16,000),  and the remainder of funds were

allocated to operating expenses that include web development, staff development (safety

training and biocultural stewardship courses),  accounting and bookkeeping, and additional

administrative expenses which can be seen in the above graph.
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Looking Ahead to 2021
As we move into the next year, we do so with new lessons and skillsets, with an eagerness

to return to a sense of normalcy again, but an awareness of our tenacity in the face of

challenges. In 2021 we look forward to wrapping up a few research projects, including the

HIHP, and with the intention of finalizing a publication that outlines our framework for

ROD Resistance Research. We look forward to receiving our first seedlings for out

planting in the P-CBSFA project area, and to our new Reforestation Technician to begin

laying the foundation for this reforestation effort on-the-ground. Teaching Change will

continue working in a hybrid format, moving to more in-person events as much as

possible. 

 

Here ʻs to a successful and bright new year that brings us closer to our vision and more

connected to the special places of Hawai‘i.  

 

Mahalo nui loa for your support of the Akaka Foundation for Tropical Forests. To learn

more about our work, please visit http://www.akakaforests.org. 

 

 

 

 

 


